Harley Davidson V-Rod Motorcycle Engineering Process

Taylor- Worked on fabricate and test prototypes and communicate design categories
Robert- Handled the analyze and design and compare, combine, and select ideas categories
Sam- Handled recognize the need, and define the problem of the engineering process
Shaun- Worked on gather information and create conceptual ideas

Ecosystem and Technology P.P.

Taylor- Personal and interview with north face co-founder
Robert- Personal and automotive emissions slides
Sam- Personal and decreasing supply of precious metals slides
Shaun- Personal and electronic waste slides

Consumer Product Lifestyle

Taylor- Handled research and typing in the manufacturing category
Robert- Researched and typed out consumer use and final disposition
Sam- Research and typing for sales, distribution, and transportation
Shaun- Research and typing for research and product development along with marketing

Disassembly and Study of the Camera

Taylor- Handled typing of man-made disaster (Chernobyl)
Robert- Handled typing of natural disaster (Hurricane Sandy)
Sam- Did research and background info on all the stages of Chernobyl
Shaun- Did research for info on the stages of Hurricane Sandy